Plurals generally are given in the English. Thus, hoca (pron. ''ho-ja''), cami (pron. ''ja-mi''), and cem (pron. ''gem'') are not rendered hocalar, camiler, or cemler according to the Turkish system of pluralization, but as hocas, camis, and cems. Turkish, an agglutinative language, uses a system of vowel harmony; this accounts for what may appear to be inconsistencies in orthography (e.g., as above, the plural su≈x can be -lar or -ler). An infix whose vowel does not change governs the spelling of following syllables of a word, which otherwise would be spelled di√erently (i.e., without the infix). Furthermore, loan words from Persian or Arabic typically violate the rules of vowel harmony.
' 'Turk'' and ''Turkish'' Throughout the book I use the two words liberally, primarily as shorthand for ''people who have moved from Turkey to Germany,'' or for ''Türk-yeli''-a person from Turkey (i.e., regardless of ''ethnicity''). My usage is not meant to confer an ethnicized identity. I do this despite the arguments I make about migrants and immigrants from Turkey being typically objectified, stigmatized, classified, and marked by precisely these words, excluding them from shifting into a more neutral German citizenship. Often, instead of ''Turk,'' I opt for ''Turkish German'' (with its implied hyphen). Since the colloquial and academic forms of the language have not yet produced a widely accepted alternative, I have felt constrained and compelled to write in this way. (On the other hand, the writer Zaimoglu speaks of ''foreign Germans. '') ' 'Migrant'' and ''Immigrant'' Likewise, I use the terms ''immigrant'' as well as ''migrant,'' sometimes interchangeably. Other places the usage reflects their slightly di√erent semantic inflection. These usages, needless to say, do not mirror the insistent rejection of the term ''immigrant'' in German discourse, most often heard in the phrase ''Germany is not an immigration country.''
